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From: Norma Romer
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:20pm
Lithium Industry

To the Blue Ribbon Commission:

I wanted to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. As you are aware, 
we have one of the state’s highest percentages of individuals living in poverty, with almost a fifth of the population 
falling into this category.

For this reason alone, I appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community, which has been underserved for 
decades.

By supporting the development of these projects, we can secure much-needed economic benefits - like hundreds of 
jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity funneling into the Imperial Valley. At the 
same time, it can help to fuel California’s clean energy future and make the state’s new climate goals a reality.

Additionally, the dedicated revenue stream passed by the California legislature will ensure local communities 
receive a significant share of the production taxes on lithium (including funding for the Salton Sea restoration) 
aiding us in this journey towards change.

Let’s work together to support this industry and find the best path forward to meet our community and economic 
goals, allowing the industry, economy and Imperial Valley to thrive for generations to come.

Norma Romer

Westmorland, CA 92281
nr.bikesorphone@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:nr.bikesorphone@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Sandy Castaneda
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Sandy Castaneda

Brawley, CA 92227
sandy1castaneda@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:sandy1castaneda@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: adam Gibbs
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

adam Gibbs

El Centro, CA 92243
gibbsadam707@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:gibbsadam707@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Alberto Munoz
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Alberto Munoz

El Centro, CA 92243
jaymchavez4141@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:jaymchavez4141@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Alyssa Fish
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Alyssa Fish

Niland, CA 92257
sissylala153@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:sissylala153@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Crystal Villela
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Crystal Villela

Holtville, CA 92250
2009manzano@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:2009manzano@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Daniel Leon
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Daniel Leon

El Centro, CA 92243
dl681645@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:dl681645@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: elsa gallardo
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

elsa gallardo

Calexico, CA 92232
elsagallardo75@hotmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:elsagallardo75@hotmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: English Neff
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

English Neff

El Centro, CA 92243
englishneff55@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:englishneff55@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: GEORGINA ACORN
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

GEORGINA ACORN

Westmorland, CA 92281
gblooney_76@yahoo.com
800-555-7794

mailto:gblooney_76@yahoo.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: James Jessee
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

James Jessee

El Centro, CA 92243
jamesearljessee427@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:jamesearljessee427@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Jason Gilles
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Jason Gilles

Thermal, CA 92274
sandrafrumento49@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:sandrafrumento49@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: john sanchez
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:20pm
Lithium Industry

To the Blue Ribbon Commission:

I wanted to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. As you are aware, 
we have one of the state’s highest percentages of individuals living in poverty, with almost a fifth of the population 
falling into this category.

For this reason alone, I appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community, which has been underserved for 
decades.

By supporting the development of these projects, we can secure much-needed economic benefits - like hundreds of 
jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity funneling into the Imperial Valley. At the 
same time, it can help to fuel California’s clean energy future and make the state’s new climate goals a reality.

Additionally, the dedicated revenue stream passed by the California legislature will ensure local communities 
receive a significant share of the production taxes on lithium (including funding for the Salton Sea restoration) 
aiding us in this journey towards change.

Let’s work together to support this industry and find the best path forward to meet our community and economic 
goals, allowing the industry, economy and Imperial Valley to thrive for generations to come.

john sanchez

Thermal, CA 92274
johnny20052@yahoo.com
800-555-7794

mailto:johnny20052@yahoo.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Laura Rivera
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Laura Rivera

Calexico, CA 92231
ladylaura1019@hotmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:ladylaura1019@hotmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: MAURA ZAVALA
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:21pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commissioners,

I want to express my support for developing the lithium industry in Imperial County that promise to be some of the 
cleanest in the world.

Imperial County is in a unique position when it comes to the development of the lithium industry. We are rich in the 
necessary resources to fuel geothermal brine lithium extraction systems, while still having an important need for 
mitigation efforts to protect the environment.

While I agree we should reduce any environmental issues with air and water quality as best we can, I urge the 
Commission to review the geothermal brine lithium extraction systems, which promise to be the most 
environmentally friendly system as it relates to emissions, water usage and physical footprints.

Additionally, the process laid forth by California’s regulations include the most comprehensive environmental 
requirements that provide me with full confidence that any approved projects will meet our environmental needs, 
while at the same time helping to fuel California’s clean energy future.

Let’s work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward towards continued environmental 
stewardship and meeting our clean energy needs, while still allowing the industry and Imperial Valley to thrive for 
generations to come.

MAURA ZAVALA

Imperial, CA 92251
mauralemus2251@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:mauralemus2251@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: MAURA ZAVALA
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:20pm
Lithium Industry

To the Blue Ribbon Commission:

I wanted to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. As you are aware, 
we have one of the state’s highest percentages of individuals living in poverty, with almost a fifth of the population 
falling into this category.

For this reason alone, I appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community, which has been underserved for 
decades.

By supporting the development of these projects, we can secure much-needed economic benefits - like hundreds of 
jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity funneling into the Imperial Valley. At the 
same time, it can help to fuel California’s clean energy future and make the state’s new climate goals a reality.

Additionally, the dedicated revenue stream passed by the California legislature will ensure local communities 
receive a significant share of the production taxes on lithium (including funding for the Salton Sea restoration) 
aiding us in this journey towards change.

Let’s work together to support this industry and find the best path forward to meet our community and economic 
goals, allowing the industry, economy and Imperial Valley to thrive for generations to come.

MAURA ZAVALA

Imperial, CA 92251
mauralemus2251@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:mauralemus2251@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: michael miller
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

michael miller

Brawley, CA 92227
btownking1@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:btownking1@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Miguel Rosas
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Miguel Rosas

Imperial, CA 92251
himself1027@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:himself1027@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: TIM SWARTHOUT
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:05 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:20pm
Lithium Industry

To the Blue Ribbon Commission:

I wanted to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. As you are aware, 
we have one of the state’s highest percentages of individuals living in poverty, with almost a fifth of the population 
falling into this category.

For this reason alone, I appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community, which has been underserved for 
decades.

By supporting the development of these projects, we can secure much-needed economic benefits - like hundreds of 
jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity funneling into the Imperial Valley. At the 
same time, it can help to fuel California’s clean energy future and make the state’s new climate goals a reality.

Additionally, the dedicated revenue stream passed by the California legislature will ensure local communities 
receive a significant share of the production taxes on lithium (including funding for the Salton Sea restoration) 
aiding us in this journey towards change.

Let’s work together to support this industry and find the best path forward to meet our community and economic 
goals, allowing the industry, economy and Imperial Valley to thrive for generations to come.

Mr. TIM SWARTHOUT

Imperial, CA 92251
timswarthout@ymail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:timswarthout@ymail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: nancy lovett
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

nancy lovett

Calipatria, CA 92233
lovettnancy15@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:lovettnancy15@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Norma Romer
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:20pm
Lithium Industry

To the Blue Ribbon Commission:

I wanted to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. As you are aware, 
we have one of the state’s highest percentages of individuals living in poverty, with almost a fifth of the population 
falling into this category.

For this reason alone, I appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community, which has been underserved for 
decades.

By supporting the development of these projects, we can secure much-needed economic benefits - like hundreds of 
jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity funneling into the Imperial Valley. At the 
same time, it can help to fuel California’s clean energy future and make the state’s new climate goals a reality.

Additionally, the dedicated revenue stream passed by the California legislature will ensure local communities 
receive a significant share of the production taxes on lithium (including funding for the Salton Sea restoration) 
aiding us in this journey towards change.

Let’s work together to support this industry and find the best path forward to meet our community and economic 
goals, allowing the industry, economy and Imperial Valley to thrive for generations to come.

Norma Romer

Westmorland, CA 92281
nr.bikesorphone@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:nr.bikesorphone@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: OLIVIA LANCASTER
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:20pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commissioners,

I want to express my support for developing the lithium industry in Imperial County that promise to be some of the 
cleanest in the world.

Imperial County is in a unique position when it comes to the development of the lithium industry. We are rich in the 
necessary resources to fuel geothermal brine lithium extraction systems, while still having an important need for 
mitigation efforts to protect the environment.

While I agree we should reduce any environmental issues with air and water quality as best we can, I urge the 
Commission to review the geothermal brine lithium extraction systems, which promise to be the most 
environmentally friendly system as it relates to emissions, water usage and physical footprints.

Additionally, the process laid forth by California’s regulations include the most comprehensive environmental 
requirements that provide me with full confidence that any approved projects will meet our environmental needs, 
while at the same time helping to fuel California’s clean energy future.

Let’s work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward towards continued environmental 
stewardship and meeting our clean energy needs, while still allowing the industry and Imperial Valley to thrive for 
generations to come.

OLIVIA LANCASTER

Brawley, CA 92227
olancaster@att.net
800-555-7794

mailto:olancaster@att.net
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Pennie Mike
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Pennie Mike

Winterhaven, CA 92283
pennielouise6969@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:pennielouise6969@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: raymond hernandez
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:20pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commissioners,

I want to express my support for developing the lithium industry in Imperial County that promise to be some of the 
cleanest in the world.

Imperial County is in a unique position when it comes to the development of the lithium industry. We are rich in the 
necessary resources to fuel geothermal brine lithium extraction systems, while still having an important need for 
mitigation efforts to protect the environment.

While I agree we should reduce any environmental issues with air and water quality as best we can, I urge the 
Commission to review the geothermal brine lithium extraction systems, which promise to be the most 
environmentally friendly system as it relates to emissions, water usage and physical footprints.

Additionally, the process laid forth by California’s regulations include the most comprehensive environmental 
requirements that provide me with full confidence that any approved projects will meet our environmental needs, 
while at the same time helping to fuel California’s clean energy future.

Let’s work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward towards continued environmental 
stewardship and meeting our clean energy needs, while still allowing the industry and Imperial Valley to thrive for 
generations to come.

raymond hernandez
Calipatria, CA 92233
1234off4x4@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:1234off4x4@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Rochelle Rhodes
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:20pm
Lithium Industry

To the Blue Ribbon Commission:

I wanted to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. As you are aware, 
we have one of the state’s highest percentages of individuals living in poverty, with almost a fifth of the population 
falling into this category.

For this reason alone, I appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community, which has been underserved for 
decades.

By supporting the development of these projects, we can secure much-needed economic benefits - like hundreds of 
jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity funneling into the Imperial Valley. At the 
same time, it can help to fuel California’s clean energy future and make the state’s new climate goals a reality.

Additionally, the dedicated revenue stream passed by the California legislature will ensure local communities 
receive a significant share of the production taxes on lithium (including funding for the Salton Sea restoration) 
aiding us in this journey towards change.

Let’s work together to support this industry and find the best path forward to meet our community and economic 
goals, allowing the industry, economy and Imperial Valley to thrive for generations to come.

Rochelle Rhodes

Borrego Springs, CA 92004
rochellerhodes321@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:rochellerhodes321@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Roy Garcia
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:20pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commissioners,

I want to express my support for developing the lithium industry in Imperial County that promise to be some of the 
cleanest in the world.

Imperial County is in a unique position when it comes to the development of the lithium industry. We are rich in the 
necessary resources to fuel geothermal brine lithium extraction systems, while still having an important need for 
mitigation efforts to protect the environment.

While I agree we should reduce any environmental issues with air and water quality as best we can, I urge the 
Commission to review the geothermal brine lithium extraction systems, which promise to be the most 
environmentally friendly system as it relates to emissions, water usage and physical footprints.

Additionally, the process laid forth by California’s regulations include the most comprehensive environmental 
requirements that provide me with full confidence that any approved projects will meet our environmental needs, 
while at the same time helping to fuel California’s clean energy future.

Let’s work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward towards continued environmental 
stewardship and meeting our clean energy needs, while still allowing the industry and Imperial Valley to thrive for 
generations to come.

Roy Garcia

El Centro, CA 92243
garciaroy985@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:garciaroy985@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Veronica Espinoza
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:12 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:21pm
Lithium Industry

Blue Ribbon Commission,

I am writing today to explain my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. I 
appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community and the resources within it, which have been underserved 
for decades.

While I value the Commission’s focus on supporting the Salton Sea revitalization, it’s my understanding that 
substantial tax revenue generated from lithium production has already been set aside for the restoration of the Salton 
Sea under new state law.

The process laid forth by strict, California’s regulations, as well as current environmental funding, provides me full 
confidence that this project will satisfy our environmental needs, while helping to fuel California’s clean energy 
future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects and focus on finding the best path forward that balances 
our need for environmental revitalization and clean energy, allowing Imperial Valley to thrive to secure our future 
here in Imperial County.

Veronica Espinoza

El Centro, CA 92243
vecd7480@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:vecd7480@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Vicente Castro
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:20:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:10pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Vicente Castro

Thermal, CA 92274
vc1370186@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:vc1370186@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Adawn Arnaiz
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:18 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:22pm
Lithium Industry

Blue Ribbon Commission,

I am writing today to explain my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. I 
appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community and the resources within it, which have been underserved 
for decades.

While I value the Commission’s focus on supporting the Salton Sea revitalization, it’s my understanding that 
substantial tax revenue generated from lithium production has already been set aside for the restoration of the Salton 
Sea under new state law.

The process laid forth by strict, California’s regulations, as well as current environmental funding, provides me full 
confidence that this project will satisfy our environmental needs, while helping to fuel California’s clean energy 
future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects and focus on finding the best path forward that balances 
our need for environmental revitalization and clean energy, allowing Imperial Valley to thrive to secure our future 
here in Imperial County.

Adawn Arnaiz

Brawley, CA 92227
arnaizadawn@yahoo.com
800-555-7794

mailto:arnaizadawn@yahoo.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: angelica hernandez
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:12 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:21pm
Lithium Industry

Blue Ribbon Commission,

I am writing today to explain my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. I 
appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community and the resources within it, which have been underserved 
for decades.

While I value the Commission’s focus on supporting the Salton Sea revitalization, it’s my understanding that 
substantial tax revenue generated from lithium production has already been set aside for the restoration of the Salton 
Sea under new state law.

The process laid forth by strict, California’s regulations, as well as current environmental funding, provides me full 
confidence that this project will satisfy our environmental needs, while helping to fuel California’s clean energy 
future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects and focus on finding the best path forward that balances 
our need for environmental revitalization and clean energy, allowing Imperial Valley to thrive to secure our future 
here in Imperial County.

angelica hernandez

El Centro, CA 92243
angelhappy1352@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:angelhappy1352@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Azucena Torres
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:22pm
Lithium Industry

Blue Ribbon Commission,

I am writing today to explain my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. I 
appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community and the resources within it, which have been underserved 
for decades.

While I value the Commission’s focus on supporting the Salton Sea revitalization, it’s my understanding that 
substantial tax revenue generated from lithium production has already been set aside for the restoration of the Salton 
Sea under new state law.

The process laid forth by strict, California’s regulations, as well as current environmental funding, provides me full 
confidence that this project will satisfy our environmental needs, while helping to fuel California’s clean energy 
future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects and focus on finding the best path forward that balances 
our need for environmental revitalization and clean energy, allowing Imperial Valley to thrive to secure our future 
here in Imperial County.

Azucena Torres

El Centro, CA 92243
azucenaslabs@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:azucenaslabs@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Debra Gutierrez
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:14 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:22pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Debra Gutierrez

Palm Desert, CA 92274
valedebra255@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:valedebra255@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Evelyn Colvin
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:12 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:22pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Evelyn Colvin

Thermal, CA 92274
evelyncolvin4@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:evelyncolvin4@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Grace Angulo
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:12 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:22pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Grace Angulo

Brawley, CA 92227
g.ruano72@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:g.ruano72@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Javier Raya
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:21pm
Lithium Industry

Blue Ribbon Commission,

I am writing today to explain my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. I 
appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community and the resources within it, which have been underserved 
for decades.

While I value the Commission’s focus on supporting the Salton Sea revitalization, it’s my understanding that 
substantial tax revenue generated from lithium production has already been set aside for the restoration of the Salton 
Sea under new state law.

The process laid forth by strict, California’s regulations, as well as current environmental funding, provides me full 
confidence that this project will satisfy our environmental needs, while helping to fuel California’s clean energy 
future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects and focus on finding the best path forward that balances 
our need for environmental revitalization and clean energy, allowing Imperial Valley to thrive to secure our future 
here in Imperial County.

Javier Raya

El Centro, CA 92243
javierraya20@yahoo.com
800-555-7794

mailto:javierraya20@yahoo.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Judy Galvan
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:12 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:22pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Judy Galvan

El Centro, CA 92243
galvanjudy35@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:galvanjudy35@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Kristan Quiane
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:22pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials,
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However,
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Kristan Quiane
465 w. State st. #5,
El Centro, CA 92243
kristanquiane988@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:kristanquiane988@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Candice Gutierrez
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:21pm
Lithium Industry

Blue Ribbon Commission,

I am writing today to explain my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. I 
appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community and the resources within it, which have been underserved 
for decades.

While I value the Commission’s focus on supporting the Salton Sea revitalization, it’s my understanding that 
substantial tax revenue generated from lithium production has already been set aside for the restoration of the Salton 
Sea under new state law.

The process laid forth by strict, California’s regulations, as well as current environmental funding, provides me full 
confidence that this project will satisfy our environmental needs, while helping to fuel California’s clean energy 
future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects and focus on finding the best path forward that balances 
our need for environmental revitalization and clean energy, allowing Imperial Valley to thrive to secure our future 
here in Imperial County.

Candice Gutierrez

Borrego Springs, CA 92004
raegutierrez45@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:raegutierrez45@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: michele rios
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:12 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:22pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

michele rios

El Centro, CA 92243
rioschel1621@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:rioschel1621@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: raymond hernandez
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:20pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commissioners,

I want to express my support for developing the lithium industry in Imperial County that promise to be some of the 
cleanest in the world.

Imperial County is in a unique position when it comes to the development of the lithium industry. We are rich in the 
necessary resources to fuel geothermal brine lithium extraction systems, while still having an important need for 
mitigation efforts to protect the environment.

While I agree we should reduce any environmental issues with air and water quality as best we can, I urge the 
Commission to review the geothermal brine lithium extraction systems, which promise to be the most 
environmentally friendly system as it relates to emissions, water usage and physical footprints.

Additionally, the process laid forth by California’s regulations include the most comprehensive environmental 
requirements that provide me with full confidence that any approved projects will meet our environmental needs, 
while at the same time helping to fuel California’s clean energy future.

Let’s work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward towards continued environmental 
stewardship and meeting our clean energy needs, while still allowing the industry and Imperial Valley to thrive for 
generations to come.

raymond hernandez
Calipatria, CA 92233
1234off4x4@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:1234off4x4@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Regina Viloria
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:12 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:22pm
Lithium Industry

Blue Ribbon Commission,

I am writing today to explain my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. I
appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community and the resources within it, which have been underserved
for decades.

While I value the Commission’s focus on supporting the Salton Sea revitalization, it’s my understanding that
substantial tax revenue generated from lithium production has already been set aside for the restoration of the Salton
Sea under new state law.

The process laid forth by strict, California’s regulations, as well as current environmental funding, provides me full
confidence that this project will satisfy our environmental needs, while helping to fuel California’s clean energy
future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects and focus on finding the best path forward that balances
our need for environmental revitalization and clean energy, allowing Imperial Valley to thrive to secure our future
here in Imperial County.

Regina Viloria

El Centro, CA 92243 
ohginav@gmail.com 
800-555-7794

mailto:ohginav@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Rico Ortega
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:12 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:22pm
Lithium Industry

Blue Ribbon Commission,

I am writing today to explain my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. I 
appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community and the resources within it, which have been underserved 
for decades.

While I value the Commission’s focus on supporting the Salton Sea revitalization, it’s my understanding that 
substantial tax revenue generated from lithium production has already been set aside for the restoration of the Salton 
Sea under new state law.

The process laid forth by strict, California’s regulations, as well as current environmental funding, provides me full 
confidence that this project will satisfy our environmental needs, while helping to fuel California’s clean energy 
future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects and focus on finding the best path forward that balances 
our need for environmental revitalization and clean energy, allowing Imperial Valley to thrive to secure our future 
here in Imperial County.

Rico Ortega

Brawley, CA 92227
r.ortega9918@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:r.ortega9918@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Rochelle Rhodes
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:07 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:20pm
Lithium Industry

To the Blue Ribbon Commission:

I wanted to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. As you are aware, 
we have one of the state’s highest percentages of individuals living in poverty, with almost a fifth of the population 
falling into this category.

For this reason alone, I appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community, which has been underserved for 
decades.

By supporting the development of these projects, we can secure much-needed economic benefits - like hundreds of 
jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity funneling into the Imperial Valley. At the 
same time, it can help to fuel California’s clean energy future and make the state’s new climate goals a reality.

Additionally, the dedicated revenue stream passed by the California legislature will ensure local communities 
receive a significant share of the production taxes on lithium (including funding for the Salton Sea restoration) 
aiding us in this journey towards change.

Let’s work together to support this industry and find the best path forward to meet our community and economic 
goals, allowing the industry, economy and Imperial Valley to thrive for generations to come.

Rochelle Rhodes

Borrego Springs, CA 92004
rochellerhodes321@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:rochellerhodes321@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Veronica Espinoza
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:12 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:21pm
Lithium Industry

Blue Ribbon Commission,

I am writing today to explain my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. I 
appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community and the resources within it, which have been underserved 
for decades.

While I value the Commission’s focus on supporting the Salton Sea revitalization, it’s my understanding that 
substantial tax revenue generated from lithium production has already been set aside for the restoration of the Salton 
Sea under new state law.

The process laid forth by strict, California’s regulations, as well as current environmental funding, provides me full 
confidence that this project will satisfy our environmental needs, while helping to fuel California’s clean energy 
future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects and focus on finding the best path forward that balances 
our need for environmental revitalization and clean energy, allowing Imperial Valley to thrive to secure our future 
here in Imperial County.

Veronica Espinoza

El Centro, CA 92243
vecd7480@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:vecd7480@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Victor Pando
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:22pm
Lithium Industry

Dear Blue Ribbon Commission:

I am reaching out to share my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County and the 
positive interactions I have had with lithium producers to date.

As we know, projects with impacts that go beyond just the environment or economy will not be successful without 
the buy in from one very important party, our community. So far, I have been encouraged by the outreach, materials, 
resources and calls I have received from the local lithium industry and look forward to continued engagement.

I too want to see engagement when it comes to the continued development of this unique industry. However, 
community outreach should not be mandated as a prerequisite to greenlighting a project with many tremendous 
benefits.

The lithium industry is in a critical spot when it comes to Imperial County’s future, having the ability to provide 
hundreds of jobs, millions in tax revenue and tens of millions in economic activity, while at the same time helping to 
fuel our clean energy future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects, finding the best path forward that balances the desire for 
community inclusivity and support, yet also considering the overarching positive impacts projects like these can 
have on Imperial Valley and generations to come.

Victor Pando

El Centro, CA 92243
destructo4life77@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:destructo4life77@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov


From: Zandra Toriz
To: Energy - Docket Optical System
Subject: Lithium Industry
Date: Friday, October 28, 2022 1:30:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

October 28, 2022 @ 08:21pm
Lithium Industry

Blue Ribbon Commission,

I am writing today to explain my support for continuing to develop the lithium industry in Imperial County. I 
appreciate the Commission’s concern for our community and the resources within it, which have been underserved 
for decades.

While I value the Commission’s focus on supporting the Salton Sea revitalization, it’s my understanding that 
substantial tax revenue generated from lithium production has already been set aside for the restoration of the Salton 
Sea under new state law.

The process laid forth by strict, California’s regulations, as well as current environmental funding, provides me full 
confidence that this project will satisfy our environmental needs, while helping to fuel California’s clean energy 
future.

Let’s continue to work together to improve these projects and focus on finding the best path forward that balances 
our need for environmental revitalization and clean energy, allowing Imperial Valley to thrive to secure our future 
here in Imperial County.

Zandra Toriz

Brawley, CA 92227
zjt91351@gmail.com
800-555-7794

mailto:zjt91351@gmail.com
mailto:docket@energy.ca.gov

